ROBOT
FA C E P R O T E C T I O N
For ROBOTIC & TRENDELENBURG SURGERY

Visability. Innovative. Safety. Implementation.
VisiWrap Robot- A safe and easy alternative to the mayo
stand for Robotic and steep Trendelenburg procedures to
protect the face from instruments.

The Genesis Bi-Wing AAP™

7.

Over wrap the top wing to the bottom wing’s Velcro® fastening system. Don’t wrap arms too tightly, just enough for
support. Check the integrity of monitoring and IV lines for accuracy and patency. Check the fingers for correct positioning
alignment.

8.

After the patient has been intubated for general anesthesia, undo the Velcro® straps that hold the pad to the table. This
will facilitate moving patients into lithotomy. PLEASE SEE BACK OF PAGE!

9.

At this time, two to four providers may then use the handles to lift and move patients to correct position as indicated for
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11. Place chest pad in center of patient’s chest.

12. Apply strap over pad to hold patient in place. Tighten chest strap till snug, securing the straps around the bedrail system.

This provides a proximal anchor to secure the patient in place. Chest strap must be used with this pad system as it assures
the Velcro®
straps that hold the pad to the table. This
the patient and the pad stays in place during gravity dependent positions. This also minimizes patient movements due to
PAGE! skin elasticity, especially in moderate to obese patients.
13. Place the patient in the Maximum Trendelenburg expected during surgery and test the integrity of patient’s positioning.

If movement is observed, level and adjust, retesting per patient/hospital protocol to assure safety.
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• Please follow all recommended guidelines during the use of this or any other
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• Clinical judgement prevails and not intended for off label use.
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Instructions for Use

Contact: info@infinitusmedical.com
Phone: 919-285-1178
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IFU-00012, Rev A

STEP 1

Place the anesthesia mask
straps under patient’s head.
Blue side up.

STEP 3

Place VisiWrap Face
Protector on patient’s
face with GREY foam
touching face and BLUE
side up.

STEP 5

Insert ETT, OG tube or
an esophageal temp
probe into the foam slits
on either the left or right
foam slits on the VisiWrap.

STEP 2
Use the mask
straps to help
preoxygenate
your patient
as indicated.

STEP 4

Attach each
of the 4 mask
straps to the
hook strips on
the topside of
the VisiWrap™.

STEP 6

Place eye protection film
via the hook andloop strips.
Thank you for your hard work
and dedication to patient safety.

